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When an election cannot be counted in one day or at least overnight, that election is 

a run by a totally incompetent SOS who is more interested in cheating than fair 

elections. When you have no requirements on voting except  you exist or in the case 

of dead Democrat voters you did exist, this is a fraudulent election that produces 

fraudulent results. If there is not a totally open and fair election there is nothing that 

says I have to recognize the results. I do not have to nor will I support, listen to or 

obey anybody who I believe cheated their way into office. 

Corrupted elections result in corrupted government, with no validity to seek for the 

people. Whether you are left or right you should expect and demand all votes count, 

otherwise the results are easily seen as corrupted.  

Just because you live in Oregon should not give you the unquestioned right to vote. 

The requirements for voting are should include being a citizen, at least 18 years of 

age,  not a felon, if they can’t carry a gun why should they vote, especially if they vote 

on others rights to carry a gun. Corruptible elections corrupt the whole system from 

the top down, the Democrats have power now and use that to punish and take others 

rights away. When the political winds change then the Republicans will have a whole 

toolbox to limit Democrats voting. Punishment often returns with dividends  

In case nobody (the Democrats) has noticed Eleven Oregon counties 33% have 

signed or expressed interest in seceding from Oregon. And a large number of 

Oregon residents are voting with their feet. Plus the industries Oregon needs are 

constructing plants in other Red states. If the Oregon legislators continue down the 

road they are, they will be stuck on a financially broken ghost ship headed for the 

rocks of irrelevance. Oregon will be known as the place to be from.  

A corrupted voting system is the hall mark of a dictatorial banana republic, with 

revolution bubbling just below the surface. Oregon is that banana republic the vote 

can’t be trusted, the elections are in question. And the citizens who care and work 

hard are leaving. 

To the Democrats and progressives enjoy your utopia, now you have to figure out 

how to pay for your foolishness!  


